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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the problem of generating efficiently random points uniformly distributed in hyperel-
lipsoid. Such kind of problem arises frequently in Monte Carlo simulations for the performance evaluation of
multitarget tracking algorithm in cluttered environment since the false alarms are usually assumed to be uniformly
distributed in the (ellipsoidal) validation gate. We present here a more efficient algorithm for solving this problem
which outperforms all existing methods both in term of reduction of computational loads and in term of quality of
uniformity obtained. The efficiency and the feasability of our new method is demonstrated by several simulation
results and comparisons. Moreover, the MatlabTM source code of algorithm is also provided for convenience.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the Monte Carlo simulations for the study and design of multitarget tracking algorithms [2,3], one needs fre-
quently to generate false alarms (FA) in target validation gates defined by hyperellipsoids in measurement space
computed from predicted target measurement and covariance of measurement innovation. False alarms are usually
supposed to be independent and uniformly distributed in validation gates. During many years, the only inefficient
method for generating such random points [1] was to generate points in the minimal hypercube containing hyperel-
lipsoid, and then sort and keep points which have been drawn in the hyperellipsoid based on a Mahalanobis distance
test. This method which can be used whenever measurement space dimension and spatial density of false alarms are
low, become very inefficient with the growth of FA spatial density and measurement space dimension because of the
exponential rejection ratio which will be presented in section 2.3.

To overcome this major drawback, X.R. Li has been the first one (to the knowledge of the authors) to propose in
1992 [12] a new algorithm, for generating points uniformly distributed in hyperellipsoids. In 1999, T.J. Ho and M.
Farooq have however pointed out in [10] an obstacle in the practical use of Li’s approach. They have then proposed
an improved approach (referred here as HF algorithm; HF standing for initials of authors) based on the orthogonal
factorization of covariance matrixS which avoids the indefinite number of iterations occuring within Li’s algorithm.
It is worthwhile to note that both approaches are based on computation of eigenvalues of matrixS. This requirement
is time consuming (high computation burden) when measurement space dimension becomes high.

In recent tracking developments, authors have tested intensively the HF algorithm and have discovered the poor
performances of this algorithm in term of spatial uniformity of random points generated in validation gates. A
presentation of HF algorithm results will be detailed in the sequel. To overcome this major drawback, we propose
a new fast, efficient and reliable algorithm for generating directly random points really uniformly distributed in
hyperellipsoid which has the following two important properties : its complexity isO(n3) (n being the measurement
space dimension), and it does not require the computation of eigenvalues of matrixS�1 andS�1 itself as in previous
existing methods. The new method proposed in this paper follows exactly the same assumptions as in [12,10]:
1) the number of false measurements to be generated can be described by a suitable Poisson model; 2) the false
measurements are uniformly distributed in validation gate and are independent from scan to scan.
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2. PRELIMINARY

2.1. Validation of measurements

In target tracking, a validation gateV is used for eliminating sensor measurements which have small probability
to belong to target. The measurements falling in the gate are said to be validated. Letx̂(kjk � 1) be the one step
predicted state vector of a given target at timek andP(kjk � 1) the corresponding one step prediction covariance
matrix of prediction errorx(k) � x̂(kjk � 1). x(k) is the true (unknown) state vector of target at timek with
dimensionnx. Given all information about the target up tok, we assume the probability density function (pdf)p(x)
to be Gaussian with mean̂x(kjk � 1) and covarianceP(kjk � 1), that isp(x(k)) = N (x(k); x̂(kjk � 1);P(kjk �
1)). If the observation modelz(k) = h[k;x(k);w(k)] is linear with additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise
w(k) with covarianceR(k) (i.e. z(k) = H(k)x(k) + w(k)), then the innovation~z(k) (i.e. difference between
measurementz(k) and its prediction̂z(kjk � 1) = H(k)x̂(kjk � 1)) is Gaussian with zero mean and covariance
S(k) = H(k)P(kjk � 1)H0(k) +R(k) where superscript0 denotes the transposition [2]. Therefore, the pdf of true
target measurementz(k) is given by [14]

p(z(k)) = N (z(k); ẑ(kjk � 1);S(k)) = j2�S(k)j�1=2e�
1

2
[z(k)�ẑ(kjk�1)]0S�1(k)[z(k)�ẑ(kjk�1)] (1)

or equivalently

p(~z(k)) = N (~z(k);0;S(k)) = j2�S(k)j�1=2e�
1

2
~z0(k)S�1(k)~z(k) (2)

wherez(k) and ~z(k) are vectors of dimensionnz, S(k) is a real symmetric and positive definite matrix of size
nz � nz and0 is the null vector ([0; : : : ; 0]0) of sizenz. For notation convenience and brevity, the time indexk is
from now omitted in the following.

The density function (1) is constant whenever the quadratic form� , [z � ẑ]0S�1[z � ẑ] in the exponent is, so
that it is constant on the ellipsoid (called hyperellipsoid ifnz > 3) defined by

[z� ẑ]0S�1[z� ẑ] =  (3)

in R
nz for every > 0. � is called the Mahalanobis distance (or statistical distance) of the measurementz with

respect to its prediction̂z and is also referred as the NIS (Normalized Innovation Squared) in [2]. This ellipsoid has
center̂z, whileS determines its shape and orientation. Since innovation~z is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable
with dimensionnz, � is a�2

nz random variable (see theorem 1.4.1 of [14] for proof). The pdf of� is then given by
[16] (p. 187)

p(�) =

(
0 for � < 0

1
2nz=2�(nz=2)

�
1

2
nz�1e�

1

2
� for � � 0

(4)

where�(:) is the Gamma function defined forn > 0 by �(n) =
R1
0 tn�1e�tdt which follows the well known

recurrence formulae�(n+ 1) = n�(n) and�(n+ 1) = n! if n = 0; 1; 2; : : : . One has also�(2) = �(1) = 1 and
�(12) =

p
� and the following recurrence formula�(n) = �(n+ 1)=n holds whenn < 0.

The validation (gating) of sensor measurements is obtained by choosing the threshold in such a way that the
probability of true measurement falling in the validation gateV(), defined by

Vnz() , fz : [z� ẑ]0S�1[z� ẑ] � g (5)



corresponds to a given gating probabilityPg. The gating threshold andPg are related through the following
relationship

Pg = Prfz 2 Vnz()g = Prf�2
nz � g =

Z 

0
p(�)d� =

1

2nz=2�(nz=2)

Z 

0
�(nz=2)�1e��=2d� (6)

Under Matlab programming environment (with statistics toolbox), the threshold can be easily computed using
the commandgamma_threshold=chi2inv(Pg,nz) . The square rootg =

p
 is usually called the ‘’number of

sigmas” (standard deviations) of the gate [1]. The semi-axis of ellipsoidVnz() are the square roots of diagonal
terms ofS. In summary the validation testT (z) is formally defined by

T (z) =

(
1 if ~z0S�1~z �  ) z is validated

0 if ~z0S�1~z >  ) z is discarded
(7)

In most of tracking applications, the observation of the targets is quite often difficult because of small target
detection probabilities, bad conditions of observations due to cluttered environment and the limited quality of sensors
of tracking system. In many practical tracking problems, one has therefore to take into account the presence of false
measurements in the validation gate. For performance evaluation of realistic tracking algorithms based on Monte
Carlo simulations, we are then frequently faced to the problem of generation of false alarms in validation gates.
The usual assumption made is to consider the false alarms uniformly distributed in validation and independent from
scan to scan. The development of our new algorithm for generating random points uniformly distributed in an
hyperellipsoid allows herefater to efficiently solve this problem with a minimal computational burden.

2.2. Volume of an hyperellipsoid

The volumeV nz() of an hyperellipsoidVnz() is defined by

V nz() =

Z
~z0S�1~z�

d~z (8)

SinceS is a real symmetric positive definite matrix, there exists [13] a non singular linear transformationT such
thatS = TT0. T is called square root ofS. Such decomposition is not unique but the Cholesky factorization allows
to get easily an useful solution (inO(n3) complexity) forS1=2 = T. Details about implementation of Cholesky
factorization can be found in [2] and [5]. From this factorization, one has

S�1 = (TT0)�1
= T0�1

T�1 , T0S�1T = I (9)

In order to computeV nz(), one has to introduce the following variable transformationy = T�1~z. Then

~z0S�1~z = (Ty)0S�1(Ty) = y(T0S�1T)y = y0y (10)

It follows

V nz() =

Z
y0y�

Jdy (11)

whereJ =j @~z
@y j=j T j is the Jacobian of the transformation from the~z variable to they variable. SinceS�1 =

T0�1
T�1, then j S�1 j= j T j�2 and thereforeJ =j T j= 1=

pjS�1j = pjS(k)j. By using the generalized
spherical coordinate change of variable [13], one has

V nz() =
p
jSj

Z p


0

Z 2�

0

Z �

0
: : :

Z �

0| {z }
nz�2

rnz�1
�nz�2Y

k=1

sinnz�1�k �k

�
drd�d�1 : : : d�nz�2 (12)



which can be written as

V nz() =
p
jSj
�Z p



0
rnz�1dr

��Z 2�

0
d�
� nz�2Y

k=1

Z �

0
sinnz�1�k �kd�k (13)

But Z �

0
sinnz�1�k �kd�k = B((nz � k)=2; 1=2) =

�(12(nz � k))�(12 )

�(12(nz � k + 1))
(14)

whereB(:; :) is the Beta function and�(:) the Gamma function and hence

nz�2Y
k=1

Z �

0
sinnz�1�k �kd�k =

�nz�2(12 )

�(nz2 )
=

�(nz�1)=2

�(nz2 )
(15)

By reporting previous expressions into (13), one gets

V nz() =
p
jSj � 

nz
2

nz
� 2� � �(nz�1)=2

�(nz2 )
(16)

which can be finally expressed as

V nz() =
(�)

nz
2

pjSj
�(nz2 + 1)

= cnz
p
jSjnz=2 (17)

where coefficientcnz is given by

cnz =
�nz=2

�(nz2 + 1)
=

(
�nz=2

(nz=2)!
for nz even

2nz+1(nz+1=2)!
(nz+1)! �(nz�1)=2 for nz odd

(18)

cnz can be easily obtained under Matlab by using the commandcnz=piˆ(nz/2)/gamma(1+nz/2) .

The volumeV nz
s () of annz-dimensional hypersphere of radius

p
 is therefore obtained by choosingS = I

(i.e. the identity matrix of sizenz � nz). One gets directly from (17)

V nz
s () =

(�)
nz
2

�(nz2 + 1)
(19)

The volumeV nz
c () of minimal hypercube containing this hypersphere is given by

V nz
c () = (2

p
)nz (20)

Hence, the ratior = V nz
c ()=V nz

s () is equal to(4=�)nz=2�(nz2 +1). By using Stirling development of�(nz2 +1),
one can show fornz sufficiently large thatr is actually proportional toc = (4=�)nz=2 � p�nz(nz=2)nz=2e�nz=2.
With elementary algebraic manipulation, the factorc can be expressed asc =

p
�nze

nz=2[�+lnnz] with � = ln(2) �
ln(�)� 1. This remark shows clearly the exponential increase ofr with nz as reported in following section.



2.3. Evolution ofV nz
c =V nz

s with nz

As already stated, during many years the generation of FA uniformly distributed in hyperellipsoid was based on
the generation of FA uniformly distributed in the minimal hyperparallelepiped containing the validation gate. This
method is still frequently used in many tracking simulators. When the dimensionnz of measurement space is low
(nz � 3), this method is acceptable since the overcharge of computations is low. However, whenevernz > 3, such
method must really be bannished because of its strong overcharge of needless computations involved due to the
exponential growth of the ratior of hyperparallelepiped volume over hyperellipsoid volume with dimension.

We have plotted on figure 1 the growth ofr = V nz
c =V nz

s with nz. We can see the exponential growth ofr which
renders this method very inefficient for Monte-Carlo simulations since most of the time the method generates FA
outside the hyperellipsoid rather than inside. For example fornz = 7, if one wants to generate on average 100 FA in
a given hyperellipsoid, the method requires to generate and to test on average 2700 FA in hyperparallelepiped. This
is the major limitation of this method for Monte Carlo simulations. The new algorithm presented in this paper does
not suffer of such limitation as it will be shown.
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Figure 1. Evolution ofV nz
c =V nz

s with nz

3. LIMITATIONS OF HF ALGORITHM FOR SIMULATIONS

In this section we recall the HF algorithm proposed recently in [10] to generate random points uniformly distributed
in validation gate. We point out some problems arising in simulations with this algorithm and show its practical
limitations.

The HF algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage generates the Poisson-distributed numbermFA of false
validated measurements in the hyperellipsoid under consideration. T. Ho and M. Farooq use the Poisson Random
Generator (PRG) proposed in [6]. This is only one issue possible among many other PRG available in the literature
[17,8]. We will not discuss here about the quality of PRG used in stage I. Under Matlab,mFA can be easily generated
by using the simple instructionm_FA=poissrnd(Lfa*V) whereV is the volume of hyperellipsoid given by (17)



andLfa is the spatial density of FA. The stage II generates false measurements supposed to be uniformly distributed
in hyperellipsoid. This is accomplished as follows:

1. Stage I: Poisson Random Generator (PRG) to generatemFA

2. Stage II: Generation ofmFA random points uniformly distributed in gate

� Obtain the orthogonal matrixL such that

L�1S�1L =

2
666664
�1 0 0 : : : 0
0 �2 0 : : : 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 : : : 0 �nz�1 0
0 : : : 0 0 �nz

3
777775

where each�i, 1 � i � nz, is an eigenvalue of the matrixS�1 and�1 � �2 � : : : � �nz .

� l = 1

� Repeat untill > mFA

– Form the vectorx = [x1 : : : xnz ] where

– x1 � U [�
p
=�1;

p
=�1] and

– for 2 � i � nz, xi � U [�
p
�i=�i;

p
�i=�i]

– with �i =  � �1x1 � : : :� �i�1x
2
i�1

– ~z(l) = Lx (or equivalentlyz(l) = Lx+ ẑ)

– l = l + 1

where is the gating threshold andx � U [a; b] means thatx is a real random variable uniformly distributed in the
interval [a; b]. ~z(l) is thel-th innovation generated in the validation gate by the algorithm. Thel-th false measure-
ment is obtained by adding the center of the gateẑ to ~z(l); i.e. z(l) = ~z(l) + ẑ.

This algorithm outperforms Li’s algorithm [12] in term of computation cost because it does not require an
indefinite number of iterations since not rejection test is necessary. The first drawback of this algorithm is its
necessity to computeS�1 and sort all eigenvalues ofS�1. This first step of stage II can become actually very
difficult to achieve with good precision as already reported in [12]. Usually, this requires a lot of computations
when dimension of measurement space becomes high. The second and most important drawback of HF algorithm
is its reliability. Actually, the random points generated by HF algorithm appear to be not uniformly distributed in
the gate (see following examples). All results reported here have been obtained with the generic Matlab routine
(HFalgorithm.m) given in the appendix to convince the reader about these concluding remarks and results.

3.1. Simulation results of random points generated by HF algorithm

We present here three results of random points generation obtained by HF algorithm in 2D measurement space
(nz = 2). The gating probabilityPg has been set to 0.99 which imposes the following gating threshold � 9:2103.
The number of points generated in each validation gate has been arbitrary chosen tomFA = 10000. The center̂z of
gates has been taken atẑ = [100 100]0. The simulation results presented on figure 2 correspond to the three choices
of covariance matrices forS

S1 =

�
1 0
0 1

�
S2 =

�
1000 500
500 1000

�
S3 =

�
1000 �500
�500 1000

�
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2.2: Gate 2:S = S2
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Figure 2. Simulation results of HF algorithm (nz = 2, Pg = 0:99 andmFA = 10000)

As we can easily observe, random points generated by HF algorithm cover the entire validation gates. However,
simulation results show also that the false alarms are actually not exactly uniformly distributed in gates since there
are two regions (darker areas on figures) in each gate which have a higher spatial density. This can be observed at
left and right side ofx-axis for gate 1 and at extremities of major axis of gates 2 and 3. This clearly indicates that
practical use of HF algorithm is questionable. To overcome this drawback, we propose a new efficient algorithm
which is more reliable both in term of uniformity, in term of computation burden reduction and which does not
require inversion ofS.



4. A NEW EFFICIENT ALGORITHM

4.1. Theoretical development of the new algorithm

As in previous algorithms, our new algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage generates the Poisson-distributed
numbermFA of false validated measurements in the hyperellipsoid under consideration with some existing PRG al-
gorithms [17,6,8]. In our Matlab simulations, we simply use thepoissrnd function of Matlab statistics toolbox
for stage I. The stage II, which generatesmFA false measurements uniformly distributed in hyperellipsoid, is now
presented.

Consider the hyperellipsoid inRnz defined byVnz() , f~z 2 Rnz : ~z0S�1~z � g whereS is a real symmetric
positive definite matrix. This ellipsoid is equivalent, by denotingx , ~z=

p
 to ”unit” ellipsoidVnz(1) , fx 2 Rnz :

x0S�1x � 1g. As already recalled in section 2.2, sinceS is a real symmetric positive definite matrix, there exists a
square matrixT such thatS = TT0 , S�1 = T0�1

T�1 Using the following linear transformationy = T�1x, one
hasx0S�1x = y0y. Consequently, ify is uniformly distributed in unit hypersphereVnz

s (1) = fy 2 Rnz : y0y � 1g,
thenx = Ty will be uniformly distributed in ”unit” ellipsoidVnz(1) because of linear mapping betweenx andy and
therefore~z =

p
x will be uniformly distributed in validation gateVnz() which is what we are looking for. Hence,

our problem is mathematically equivalent to the problem of generation of random points uniformly distributed in
hypersphereVnz

s (1). The solution of this problem is however well established in the milestone book of L. Devroye
[8] (Chapter V, section 4) and we present now the algorithm for generating points inVnz

s (1).

We first recall basic definitions and theorems about radially symmetric random variables inR
nz . A random

vectoru 2 R
nz is radially symmetric ifAu is distributed asu for all orthonormal (rotation)nz � nz matricesA.

If moreoverPrfu = 0g = 0, thenu is said to be strictly radially symmetric.u is uniformly distributed on unit
hypersphereVnz

s (1) whenu is radially symmetric withkuk= 1 (k:k being the standardL2 norm). The densityp(u)
of any radially symmetric random variableu is necessarly of the formg(kuk) such that

R1
0 nzV

nz
s rnz�1g(r)dr = 1

whereV nz
s = (�)

nz
2 =�(nz2 +1) is the volume of unit hypersphere derived in (19).g(:) is called the defining function

of radial densityp(u).

The generation of random points uniformly distributedon Vnz
s (1) can be easily obtained via normal random

variates as follows [8]: each random pointui (i = 1; : : : ;mFA) is generated by drawingnz iid normal random

variatesu1; : : : ; unz , computings = (u21 + : : :+ u2nz)
1=2 and returningui = [u1=s; : : : ; unz=s]

0. The radial
transformation theorem [8], states that:

a) if u is strictly radially symmetricin R
nz with a defining functiong(:), thenr = kuk has densityp(r) =

nzV
nz
s rnz�1g(r).

b) if u is uniformly distributedonVnz
s (1) andr is independent ofu and has pdfp(r) above, thenru is strictly

radially symmetricin Rnz with defining functiong(r).

A random vector is uniformly distributedin Vnz
s (1) when it is radially symmetric with defining functiong(r) =

1=V nz
s (1) for 0 � r � 1 andg(r) = 0 for r > 1.

We give here the proof of statement b) not provided in [8]. If we consider a random vectoru uniformly distributed
overVnz

s (1) and a random variabler uniformly distributedin Vnz
s (1) with p(r) = nzr

nz�1, then we want to prove
that z = ru is uniformly distributedin Vnz

s (1) which is equivalent to provep(z) = 1
V nz
s (1)

1Vnzs (1) (where1a
denotes the indicator function on seta). Consider now the following pdfp(u) = 1

T (�)1T (�) defined in hypertorus



T (�) , fu 2 R
nz : 1 � � � kuk� 1 + �g having volume (by settingS = I and 1=2 = 1 + � in (17))

T (�) = cnz [(1 + �)nz � (1 � �)nz ] ' 2�nzcnz when� ! 0. Now, consider the pdf ofz which can be expressed as
p(z) =

R 1
0 p(z = ru)p(r)dr. By taking into account previous expressions forp(u) andp(r), p(z) can equivalently

be expressed as

p(z) = lim
�!0

1

T (�)

Z 1

0

nz
rnz

1T (�)r
nz�1dr = lim

�!0

nz
T (�)

Z 1

0
11���kuk�1+�

1

r
dr = lim

�!0

nz
T (�)

Z kzk
1��

kzk
1+�

1

r
dr � 1kuk�1

by integration, one gets

p(z) = lim
�!0

nz
T (�)

log[
1 + �

1� �
]� 1kuk�1 '

nz
2�nzcnz

2�� 1kuk�1 =
1

cnz
1kuk�1 �

1

V nz
s (1)

1V nz
s (1)

which completes the proof.

From the previous theorem, the following steps allow to generate random pointy uniformly distributedin
Vnz
s (1):

1. generate a random vectoru uniformly distributed onVnz
s (1)

2. generate a scalar random variater with densityp(r) = nzr
nz�1

3. returny = ru

To generater (0 � r � 1) following pdf nzrnz�1 in previous step 2, we use the standard inverse method [17,16] as
follows. The repartition function associated withp(r) is

v , F (t) = Prfr � tg = nz

Z t

0
rnz�1dr = tnz

and its inverse is equal toF�1(v) = v1=nz. Hence, the generation ofr � p(r) is easily obtained by generating
F�1(v) with v � U([0; 1]).

4.2. Summary

We give here the summary of our new algorithm for generating random points uniformly distributed in hyperellipsoid
Vnz().

1. Stage I: Poisson Random Generator (PRG) to generatemFA

2. Stage II: Generation ofmFA random points uniformly distributed in gate as follows

� generate iid pointsui (i = 1; : : : ;mFA) uniformly distributed on unit hypersphereVnz
s (1). Each point

ui is generated by drawingnz iid normal random variatesu1; : : : ; unz , computings =
q
u21 + : : :+ u2nz

and returningui = [u1=s; : : : ; unz=s].

� generate, independently ofui, scalarri = v1=nz (i = 1; : : : ;mFA) with v � U([0; 1]).
� computeyi = rui (i = 1; : : : ;mFA). yi is uniformly distributed inVnz

s (1).

� compute square root matrixT of S using Cholesky factorization (S = TT0).

� computexi = Tyi (i = 1; : : : ;mFA).

� return (false alarms)zi =
p
xi + ẑ (i = 1; : : : ;mFA).



4.3. Simulation results of random points generated by the new algorithm

We present on figure 3 the results of random points generation in 2D measurement space obtained with our new
algorithm (provided in appendix for convenience) with same parameters as before (nz = 2,Pg = 0:99, mFA =
10000, ẑ = [100 100]0) with
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3.2: Gate 2:S = S2
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Figure 3. Simulation results of new algorithm (nz = 2, Pg = 0:99 andmFA = 10000)

Simulations results on figure 3 show the better quality of spatial uniformity of random points generated by our



new algorithm with respect to the uniformity obtained by HF algorithm on figure 2. This ”visual” conclusion is
reinforced by uniformity test results presented on next figure 4.2.
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Figure 4. Performance comparison of the new algorithm vs. HF algorithm

The comparison of the averaged number of Matlab flops (floating point operations) of the two algorithms with
variation of measurement space dimensionnz is plotted on figure 4.1. These results are based on 10 Monte Carlo
runs for each value ofnz. Each run consists in random generation of covariance matrixS with dim(s) = nz �
nz and generation ofmFA = 5000 false alarms per gate. Results indicate theO(n3=3) complexity of our new
algorithm with measurement space dimension. The charge of computation is mainly due to Cholesky factorization
step involved in our algorithm which requiresO(n3=3) arithmetic operations. All other steps of our algorithm
require onlyO(n) operations. For small values of measurement space dimension (nz � 3) the HF algorithm seems
to require less amount of flops than our new algorithm. The difference of computation load between two algorithms
is however not that much. When the dimensionnz increases, our algorithm however outperforms drastically HF
algorithm in term of computation loads. We point out the fact that our algorithm does not require the inversion of
matrix S but only Cholesky factorization ofS. The number of flops for matrix inversion have not been taken into
account for complexity evaluation of HF algorithm. If this had been done, its complexity would become greater
than the complexity of our algorithm even for small measurement space dimensions. On figure 4.2, we present the
results of the following uniformity test applied to both algorithms (with parametersS = S3, mFA = 10000 and
Pg = 0:99). For any given real symmetric definite positive matrixS and positive threshold, we consider the full
gate volumeV nz() and any enclosing gateV nz(1) < V nz() with 1 = r, (0 � r � 1). The ratio of two
volumesV nz(1)=V

nz() is then exactly equal tornz=2. If the random points are exactly uniformly distributed in
V nz(), all of them included in anyV nz(1) < V nz() must be necessary uniformly distributed inV nz(1) and
therefore the ratiô� of number of pointsn1 in V nz(1) over the total numbermFA of points generated inV nz()
must be theoretically equal tornz=2. In 2D measurement space, if the algorithms are well designed, one should get
the straight line�̂ ' r for r varying in [0; 1]. Simulation results clearly indicate the poor performance obtained
by HF algorithm by using such empirical uniformity test. This confirm our previous ”visual” conclusion about HF
algorithm given in section 3.1. On the contrary, the new algorithm provides uniformity performances which appear
to be very close to optimality.



5. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper a new efficient algorithm for generating directly random points uniformly distributed
in hyperellipsoid defined by[z � ẑ]0S�1[z � ẑ] � . This algorithm outperforms all previous existing methods in
term of computation savings (since computation ofS�1 and computation of eigenvalues ofS�1 is not required),
in term of quality of uniformity obtained and in term of complexity (O(n3=3)). The choice of this new method is
highly recommended specially in multitarget tracking research area for running Monte Carlo simulations requiring
an efficient and fast way to generate false measurements in validation gates.

6. APPENDICES

We provide here only stage II of the HF and new algorithm. The stage I can be easily accomplished by using
poissrnd function of statistics toolbox of Matlab (if available) or by implementing one of PRG described in

[17,6,8].

6.1. Generic Matlab implementation of HF algorithm

1 %����������������������������������������������������������������������
2 function [ z fa ]=HFalgorithm(GammaThreshold,Sinv,z hat,mFA)
3 %����������������������������������������������������������������������
4 % This routine implements the T.J . HO and M. Farooq algorithm for
5 % generating random points uniformly distributed in hyperellipsoid .
6 % Inputs : GammaThreshold = Gating threshold (>0)
7 % S inv = inverse of covariance matrix S (dim(S)=nzxnz)
8 % z hat = center of the gate ( dim(zhat)=nzx1)
9 % m FA = number of false alarms to generate in the gate

10 % Output: Zfa = [ z (1),... z(mFA)] set of FA generated by HF algorithm
11 %����������������������������������������������������������������������
12 [V,D]=eig(S inv ); % Decomposition inv(V)�S inv�V=Diag(eigenvalues)
13 [Y,I]= sort (diag(D )); % Sorting of eigenvalues by ascending order
14 A=diag(Y,0); % Diagonal matrix of sorted eigenvalues
15 L=V(:,I ); % Permutation of eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues
16 z fa =[]; nz=size( z hat ,1);
17 for l=1:m FA
18 x(1)=sqrt (GammaThreshold/A(1,1))�(2�rand�1);
19 for i=2:nz
20 Tau i=0;
21 for j=1:i�1, Taui=Tau i+A(j, j ) �(x( j )ˆ2); end
22 Tau i=GammaThreshold�Tau i;
23 x( i)=sqrt (Tau i /A(i , i )) �(2�rand�1);
24 end
25 z fa=[z fa ( L�x’+z hat )];
26 end



6.2. Generic Matlab implementation of the new algorithm

1 %����������������������������������������������������������������������
2 function [ z fa ]=New Algorithm(GammaThreshold,S,zhat,mFA)
3 %����������������������������������������������������������������������
4 % This routine implements the new algorithm for generating random
5 % points uniformly distributed in hyperellipsoid for nz>=2.
6 % Inputs : GammaThreshold = Gating threshold (>0)
7 % S = Covariance matrix S (dim(S)=nzxnz)
8 % z hat = center of the gate ( dim(zhat)=nzx1)
9 % m FA = number of false alarms to generate in the gate

10 % Output: Zfa = [ z (1),... z(mFA)] set of FA generated by new algorithm
11 %����������������������������������������������������������������������
12 nz=length(S);
13 X Cnz=randn(nz,m FA);
14 X Cnz=X Cnz./kron(ones(nz,1),sqrt(sum(X Cnz.ˆ2))); % Points uniformly distributed on hypersphere
15 R=ones(nz,1)�(rand(1,m FA).ˆ(1/nz )); % Points with pdf nz�r ˆ(nz�1); 0<r<1
16 unif sph=R.�X Cnz; % mFA points in the hypersphere
17 T=chol(S); % Cholesky factorization of S => S=T’T
18 unif ell =T’�unif sph ; % Hypersphere to hyperellipsoid mapping
19 z fa=( unif ell �sqrt (GammaThreshold)+(zhat�ones(1,mFA))); % Translation around gate center
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